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Root Cause Analysis 
 
Event:  R25 Payroll Process Problem, November 24, 2009 
 
Summary:  On Tuesday November 24, 2009, the R25 payroll run was processed 
in advance of the scheduled Saturday run.  Late timesheets which would normally 
have been keyed in on Wednesday were not included.  More significantly, the auto 
deposit file was not created; instead one large check file was created. 
 
Detail: 
Synopsis:  The R25 payroll run was pulled forward and fully processed with the 
Adj92 adjustment run on Tuesday night instead of the following Saturday of 
Thanksgiving week.  Payroll offices should have had Wednesday to complete the 
keying of data so payroll was incomplete to varying degrees by MAU based on 
MAU practices.  UAS was complete while other MAUs had additional data to key.  
More significantly, no auto deposits were processed since this was an adjustment 
run.  During an adjustment run, all payments go to check print file.    
 
Cause:  Two internal processes failed resulting in an incorrectly scheduled payroll 
run.  First, the paper payroll calendar was created and reviewed without detecting 
the error.  Secondly, the payroll control cards were set up and reviewed, again 
failing to detect the error. 
 
Actions Taken:    After realizing the error, HR Systems directed Enterprise 
Application Services to immediately lock all users out of the system. A hold was 
then placed on printing checks from the adjustment run, all automated processes 
scheduled to run that day were put on hold, and access to UAOnline and MyUA 
pay and leave pages were disabled.  Notifications were sent to MAU 
payroll/personnel offices and OIT Support Center.  Once the system was locked 
down to prevent further changes to data, a full export was completed.  The R25 
Sequence 0 payroll was rolled back to previous state.  HR Systems worked with 
Enterprise Application Services to manually clean up the affected tables.  HR 
Systems manually moved required auto deposits to pre-note stage.  Payroll 
personnel then thoroughly verified all data for accurate system state.  On Friday of 
Thanksgiving week, payroll keyed and verified timesheets.  Payroll was 
successfully processed on Saturday without issue.   
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
Future Prevention:  The HR/Payroll team analyzed the current automated 
processes procedures and determined that the following actions should be 
completed to prevent future occurrences of this problem: 
 
• Fix the remaining 2009 payroll calendar for automated processes.  Additionally 

review the 2010 calendar for similar situations which occur over Holiday/short 
processing weeks. 

• Add additional note/tab to the payroll spreadsheet so it triggers the review of 
run numbers in short modified process weeks. 

• Generate a report with record counts for all runs based on control card set up.  
Add to the process a warning if value is >500 or  records at sequence 0 with a 
disposition between 40 and 65. 

• Consider additional exports before adjustment run and after initial process. 
 
 
 


